SOME OF MY RECENT POSTS AT CTTF
YOU MAY BE INTERESTED IN:
JUNE 28: ON SOLZHENITSYN: The answer is in your post. That is a Phoenix, my friend [on the
cover of Solzhenitsyn's book]. So Sol is misdirecting by making you think there are Russians AND
Jews, two parties there. When (in this case) there is only one. As I showed, the Romanovs WERE Jews.
Are Jews. And Sol is one of them, controlling the opposition. Do you think anyone in the real
opposition would win a Nobel Prize? Here are more clues, for those who can’t read the Wiki page for
themselves: he was allegedly in the gulag for EIGHT years. He was from a family of wealthy
landowners and his father was an officer in the Imperial Army. And yet we are supposed to believe Sol
was raised in poverty, the usual sob story. He was a Koval in the recent maternal line, which is Jewish.
Straight from Geni.
Solzhenitsyn’s entire oeuvre, of whatever length, doesn’t get near exposing the Russian Revolution like
my two papers on Lenin and Stalin did. He sold the Romanov deaths as real. Sol was there and I
wasn’t, and yet he just missed all this stuff? Never figured it out? And why assume none of us have
read Gulag? You are the only one that can read?
Plus, if Sol wasn’t a Phoenician agent, he would be the only one ever nominated for a Nobel Prize that
wasn’t. The Nobel Prize was created for the purpose of promoting these people, so that clue is
definitive by itself. I will be told he was promoted by US interests to blackwash Russia during the Cold
War, but since the Cold War was another fake, that doesn’t scan. Besides, if Sol had been telling the
truth about Russia as I am, the Nobel committee wouldn’t have been promoting him no matter what.
Those people detest the truth and will never be caught promoting it. The only other possibility I can see
is that Sol was a dope who got everything wrong on his own bat, and was promoted for that reason–to
spread confusion. But I find that highly unlikely. Either way, his promotion by Stockholm completely
destroys any credibility he might have had. As does his promotion by US book publishers and
bestseller lists. Famous books of that sort are always misdirection. ALWAYS.
More major evidence against Sol is his pal from the alleged Gulag Lev Kopalev, another Jewish Intel
officer supposedly put in labor camp for minor infractions. Lev had been an active Bolshevik back to
the 1920s, when he was arrested at age 16 for supporting Bronstein, I mean Trotsky. After a supposed
10 years in the Gulag, Lev got out, was rehabilitated, and began selling Communism again. He is the
one that, as the editor of Novy Mir, got One Day in the Life published, setting up Sol for his big career.
If you don’t see that as a definitive red flag, there is no help for you. Lev later publicly denounced the
Soviet invasion of Czech, but was NOT arrested. They allowed him to move to Germany and keep
yapping, as they do with agents. Gorbachev later rehabilitated him a second time.
One Day in the Life was also published with the express written consent of Khrushchev, who went out
of his way to promote it in 1962. That’s tidy. So, despite what we are told, Sol had connections right at
the top from the beginning of his writing career.
Sol’s wife was a Reshetov, so she was also a crypto-Jew. They were Molokans who had been
prominent dissenters starting in the late 1700s, so they were like the Protestants of the West, spreading
discord on purpose. They wanted to get rid of baptisms, for one thing, never a good sign. But the big
clue is that they were preceded by, and connected to, the Judaizers. Look it up.

I had to come to terms with losing Chomsky, and I think you are going to have to come to terms with
losing Sol. Sorry.
JULY 5: ON GHISLANE MAXWELL : I have a prediction: Ghislaine Maxwell is about to fake her
death [as Jeffrey Epstein did]. They just faked her arrest using fake photos of her house in New
Hampshire, and Tucker Carlson is prepping us by saying she may be on a suicide watch. So, just so
you understand, I am saying Ghislaine is not in jail, and will not really die. The whole thing is fake
from first to last. But the news story will be she died in jail from something, either suicide or being
bitten by a toxic cockroach or whatever. She will then be cremated and no one will ever see a body.
JULY 10: ON WEARING MASKS AND OTHER ILLEGAL ORDERS: I am recommending hiring
attorneys to everyone now. There are a million easy lawsuits just waiting to be won, and possibly some
serious money to be taken. Class action or single. Line up a lawyer first, then get arrested on purpose at
the store of your choice, preferably a food market, spend a few hours in jail, then sue the store, the
police dept, the city, and the state for Civil Rights violations, malice, pain and suffering, attempted
starvation, harassment and court costs. If you are a good debater, represent yourself. Courts in several
states have already ruled these executive orders are null and void [including the Supreme Court of
Wisconsin and a Circuit Court in Illinois], so you have precedent. The only thing that is going to end
this madness is the filing of hundreds of thousands of these lawsuits. Once enough are filed, the US
Supreme Court will be forced to hear one of these cases, and it will all be history. You might even
make the history books.

